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Timeline is a common name for the sequence of events, occurrences and happenings we humans 

arrange along a calendar, and it's been the topic of discussion in recent posts. The Committee has 

addressed the subject before, but recent interest suggests a re-visit.  

 

Q: To say there are many timelines means what? 

C: Greetings travelers on your planet aboard Earth, which is not really your planet, if it 

belongs to anything, that is to your central star, what you have named sun. It means events you 

can see as a human. 

 

Q: What events can we not see, as a human? 

C: Occurrences you deliberately exclude.  

 

Q: When it is said or suggested we move to a different timeline, or that we can if we want to, 

how is that accomplished? 

C: Die. 

 

Q: We can't do it alive? 

C: No. It is a condition of your human life plan that it occur during a human segment of the 

human calendar. This is a requirement of being human. Have we mentioned the word human?  

 

Q: What might motivate the idea any person could switch, change tracks to or just move to a 

different timeline? 

C: Soul memory. You have the capability because time does not exist. A person suggesting 

movement to another timeline, a relocation to a different string of events, has this idea from the 

soul. S/he remembers when this was automatic, initiated by thought. We should be clear, where 

this is, not was, automatic. 

 

Q: Is this the source of human denial, illusions and fantasy? For example, people who seem 

oblivious to what is happening right in front of or around them, or who see the events but 

continue to act as if what happened, did not?  

C: This is a factor, but is not definitive in every or nearly all cases. Denial of what happens 

is a mechanism or technique to manage reactions. To avoid becoming overwhelmed.  

 

Q: What is it like for our souls, where we are not captive to time? We don't see the sun rise, 

we don't need a timepiece and no calendars exist. 

C: Unless you want to see these things; if you do, what happens is: you exist in your natural 

state. On Earth you exist in an extremely unnatural state, in fact and practice, humans exist in a 

severely distorted state. This is the attraction, the highly valued feature you and all souls seek. 

 

Q: Why would a person, such as a frequent reader of this website, suggest a person should 

or can switch to a different timeline? 

C: To suggest use of emotional preference, tone and feelings to adjust reactions. To a more 

pleasant reaction, which neutralizes the perceived bad energy of the event.  

 

 



Q: The move to another timeline isn't what happens? 

C: No, it cannot. What happens is, the person doing this imagines other events deemed more 

pleasant and positive, events associated with learned positive reactions. Using one's imagination 

to lead to a nicer feelings, is excellent. It does not change the reality which applies to all humans. 

 

Q: Can you give an example? 

C: A group of people close to a volcano observe a violent eruption, then witness the ejection 

of hot ash, poisonous air, ash and debris which travel towards them. They will die from the 

effects. Switching to a mental alternative timeline is not going to stop the rapidly approaching 

threat, but if it creates a brief, pleasant sensation of escape, it is fine. 

 

Q: Okay, how about world events, such as the rapid takeover of a nation by a radical armed 

group. The recent change in Afghanistan, for example.  

C: This is vastly different, because human choice is not what creates a volcano or eruption. 

This reality in Afghanistan, is human designed, human enacted, human effected and affects the 

humans involved. Observation of this occurrence under the notion that one could switch to an 

alternative reality or timeline, is as would be said in certain places, poppycock.   

 

Q: We've discussed this here before, nearly an infinite number of paths lead forward and 

also behind us. 

C: Not nearly; the number of sequences is infinite. Neither exists nor can, any limit. 

 

Q: The path forward is easier to comprehend, I think. The alternative paths behind us, not as 

simple. 

C: From Heaven, you would see this easily. See each day as a block, the sequence being a 

row of them. In Heaven you may re-arrange the blocks any way you like, in any order. If you 

wish to use existing blocks and create new ones to mix in, you can do this along any segment of 

the human calendar you choose. Once incarnated, the events of each block will unfold as each 

cube comes due.   

 

Q: But what if we don't like the order of the blocks? 

C: This is not possible, you choose the blocks themselves, then the order into which you 

place them. You mean to ask, what if I discover the sensations, emotions, feelings and general 

effects are not to my liking? This is the purpose of life, when this sensation occurs. You are 

experiencing success to the greatest degree possible. This is goal of all human incarnation.  

 

Q: This sounds like what the DNA helix is shown to be; two twisting, connected strands. 

C: Human and animal DNA look like this, because it reflects life on Earth. Intertwined, 

connected paths. Husband wife, sibling and same, employee job, pitcher catcher, sender receiver. 

Examples are endless.  

 

Q: Are truly accurate records of human history available anywhere? 

C: Yes, and more quickly reached by calling such records, Earth history. Human history 

would be a subchapter so small; it would not even be properly inserted in such records as that.    

 It would best form part of a section within a chapter.  

 

Q: The human history we're told about exisiting, the last sixty centuries or so, contain how 

much bullshit? How much intentionally wrong information, and if so why?  



C: This requires a look below the overall percentage, because history is not so simplistic. 

One topic can be nearly or completely true, another essentially invented, as the background is 

presented in history teaching. Your question suggests looking at a total which can serve to erase 

the nuance and reality. The often-discussed idea females earn less money than men is an 

example. This is true; when the parts of the puzzle are perused, when the details are looked at 

closely, the explanations emerge quickly and contradict the conclusions. Causes, effects and 

solutions, if any, become impossible to determine or reach. This is desired effect of glossing over 

details. 

 

Q: If we narrow down an area of human history, such as medical treatment, economic 

development, race relations and many others, can we find out what portion now displayed and 

generally accepted as fact & truth, are indeed invented?  

C: Yes. Please ask the readers to put forth their questions.  

 

Q: Okay, y'all heard from our panel of historians! Please ask your question about what area 

of human history is accurately presented to modern (i.e. twentieth century and later) society, or is 

contaminated with deceptive, intentional horseshit.   

 

 

   

 

  


